According to the ranking ‘100 Economic Leaders For The Future’
prepared by the Choiseul Institute

Alberto G. Toribio, responsible for Blockchain at Bankia,
among the ‘100 Economic Leaders of Tomorrow’ in Spain
•

The study is focused on identifying the Spanish leaders of the future and
its third edition has been published in our country

•

Alberto G. Toribio, who enters for the first time in position 56 of the
ranking, signed for Bankia in 2017 to lead projects based on Blockchain
technology

•

As an expert in technology, Toribio has also collaborated with national
organisations; such as the Ministry of the Interior, the Supreme Court or
the Bank of Spain; and international ones, including the Federal Reserve
of the United States, the European Commission or Europol

Madrid, 31/01/2019. Alberto G. Toribio, responsible for Blockchain at Bankia,
has been included among the ‘100 economic leaders tomorrow’ in Spain in the
ranking that the Choiseul Institute publishes each year.
This is the third edition of ‘100 Economic Leaders For The Future’ and Alberto
G. Toribio enters for the first time in position 56 of the ranking.
The study is focused on identifying the Spanish leaders of the future. To carry
out the selection, the Choiseul Institute has developed a methodology of its
own, previously tested in other similar works in France and Africa, in order to
carry out an in-depth analysis of the candidates.
This analysis has been based on aspects such as aptitudes and professional
career, power and position, influence and relationships, image and reputation or
potential and leadership. Given the particular circumstances of Spain and its
educational system, people in the range of 30 to 42 years have been included.
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After creating the first Blockchain startup in the world with a banking partner and
creating Blockchain projects for large companies, Alberto G. Toribio joined
Bankia in 2017 to lead projects based on Blockchain technology.
He has also worked as a technology expert for organisations such as the
Ministry of the Interior, the Supreme Court or the Bank of Spain. His experience
led him to collaborate with international organisations such as the Federal
Reserve of the United States, the European Commission, in Brussels or
Europol, in The Hague.
The Choiseul Institute is an independent Think Tank dedicated to the analysis
of international strategic issues, as well as global economic governance. Its
objective is to create independent spaces for dialogue at the intersection of
political and institutional worlds, between the economic environment and in the
sphere of ideas, in order to fertilise the debate on contemporary issues, as
indicated in the aforementioned study.
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